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A. BACKGROUND 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Attempts to evaluate the effects of casework upon the client are 
nearly as old as casework itself, but beca.use of t he elusive nat ure of 
hlli~n responses, it is extremely difficult to gauge progress or lack of 
progress in this field. Without standard and objective criteria of 
evaluation the interviewer's judgment remains highly subjective and 
intuitive. To be sure, the intuition of a caseworker, developed 
through years of practical experience with clients may be highly sensi-
tive and accurate, but there is no real a ssurance this will be so in 
all cases. Such unsystematic evaluations of success in casevork, there-
fore, can be criticized as being of unkno¥m reliability and validity. 
In addition, t here can be no standard bases of comparison bet,.,reen 
workers, cases, and agencies. l.fithout such bases, tre.ining and admin-
istrative programs have foundations of undetennined stability. 
In recent years efforts have been made to assess the r esults of 
casework and counseling by ve.r i ous kinds of standardized measurements. 
Generally speaking , two approaches have been used. One approa ch has 
consisted of the development of a standard scale for measuring 11move-
ment11, to which workers vould adhere in making their overall judgments 
of the change in clients associated 1--ri t h casework. Such a scale has 
been devised by Hunt and Kogan at the Community Service Society of 
New York as a joint effort of t he Family Service and the Institute of 
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Welfare Research of the Society.l 
Another approach - thQt with which this paper is concerned - is 
t hat of t he content anal ysis of interview protocols. Thi s method con-
sists of analyzing t he contents of a case record - either verbatin1 or 
dictated - by culling out certain dat a 1-rhich one Hants to measure, then 
classifying and quantifying its frequency of occurrence , and subjecting 
it to statistical analysis. Hany measures have been devised 1-rhich it 
ha s been hj~othesized could serve as indices of successful or unsuccess 
ful ca seriork or counseling . These indices have been worked out at 
different times in different areas by individuals and groups, who have 
done their research independently of one another and Here often unaware 
of t he others' work. Therefore their efforts could be expected to 
duplicate or overl ap each othe r to some ext ent. 
wllen a battery of measures is used to test a compl ex phenomenon, 
such as t he results of ca.seuork , .it would obviously be uneconomical to 
apply methods of measuring which would duplicate each other t o a high 
degree; or if it is found, on the other hand, t hat two techni ues 
measure responses that are l ar gel y mutually exclusive, i . e. correl a te 
very lowl y Hith ea ch other, t hen it may be assumed t hat both t e chniques 
may be applied with consequent utility. Thus the study of t he rele.tion 
ship betvreen two apparently different measuri ng instruments i s generall 
l. J . MeV. Hunt and Leonard S. Kogan, Neasuring Results in 
Social Casework, Family Service Association of America, 1950, pp .5-80. 
Also see J. HcV. Hunt, Measuring the Effects of Socia.l Casework, 
Transactions of N.Y. Academy of Sciences, IX, 3:78-88; and J. MeV. 
Hunt, 11Measuring Hovement in Casevrorlc, 11 Journal of Social Casework, 
XXIX, 9: 343-351, October, 1948. 
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appropriate. lij1ether or not t he methods applied actually relate sig-
nificantly to progress or success in casework is, of course, of primary 
importance, but t he present project 1-rill not concern itself 1-rith this 
problem. Adequate tests of validity are fraught idth difficulties and 
are ordinarily beyond t he scope of t he individual investigator. The 
focus of this paper is on the relatively simple task of determining 
the relationship between two rather well-knorm "content analysis" 
methods which have been reported in the literature. A third method 
will be developed and compared with the other two. 
The two techniques reported on in the literature are Dollard and 
r-1owrer 1 s Distress-Relief Quotient2, which is a method of measuring 
changes in the expression of the individual's tension, and Raimy 1 s 
Self-Concept3, which measures changes in the individual's attitude 
towards himself. \·lhile :Qollard and l'-1owrer 1 s research was done on 
social casework records and Raimy 1 s on psychological cases, both pur-
ported to relate changes in the client to t he progress of the case. 
Dollard and ~IDwTer based t heir method on the hypothesis that 
successful casework shotlid be associated Yrlth reduction in distress 
expressed by the client.4- Dictated casework records were used, and the 
tension index was computed by classifying the t hought units of clauses 
into those which indicated discomfort (drive, want, tension, pain, 
2 John Dollard and 0. Hobart Mowrer, "A .Method of Measuring 
Tension in Written Documents," Journal of' Abnormal~ Social Psvchologv.; 
XLII, 1:3-32, January, 1947 
3 Victor C. Ra.imy, "Self Reference in Counseling Interviews ," 
Journal of Consulting Psychology, XII, 3:153-163, May-June, 1948. 
4 Dollard and £-1owrer, .212.• cit., p.3. 
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suffering), and those vn1ich indicated relief (drive reduction, reward, 
pleasure, relaxation). The ratio between the number of discomfort 
clauses and the total number of discomfort and relief clauses combined 
yielded the Distress-Relief Quotient, also called the DRQ. 
Raimy 1 s method postulated that the approva~, disapproval, or 
ambivalence which an individual feels tolfards hL~self is closely re-
lated to his personal adjustment. Therefore in a 11 successful11 case it 
was hy~othesized that there should be a shift from a preponderance of 
self-disapproval to a preponderance of self-approval statements, this 
shift failing to occur in cases where no progress had been made.5 
A study of the relationship bet"'.;een these two methods has already 
been completed by Kauffman and Raimy on verbatim psychological counse-
ling interviews.6 Here the DRQ method of measuring tension for die-
tated casework interviews was adapted to scoring seventeen verbatimly 
transcribed "non-directive' counseling intervie•rs. NeA--t all client 
statements judged to express positive, negative, or a .. mbivalent self-
attitudes were identified in the same set of seventeen interviews and 
indices were computed by dividing the number of negative and ambivalent 
statements by the total number of positive, negative and ambivalent 
statements combined. The resulting quotient was called t he PNAv 
Quotient. When the DRQ 1 s and the PNAv 1 s were compared, an extremely 
5 Raimy, 11Self Reference in Counseling Intervie1-rs, 11 ..Q.Q• cit., 
P• 155. 
6 P.E. Kauffman and v.c . Raimy, 11Two Nethods of Assessing 
Therapeutic Progress, 11 Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 
XXLIV, 3:379-385, July 1949. 
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high product-moment correlation of .961 was found7 (the corresponding 
rank difference correlation being .8388) between the expression of 
tension and the expression of attitude towards the self. 
This high correlation ifould seem to indicate that when a client is 
distressed, tense, uncomfortable, or unhappy as scored by the DRQ tech-
nique, he would tend to have a disapproving attitude tm-rards himself 
according to the Self-Concept index of Raimy and Kauffman. The question 
arises as to ifhether this high rela tionship would also be found to occur 
in the ca seuork situation as it did in Raimy and Kauffman's counseling 
situation. To be sure, a client first coming into a social agency with 
a problem may be m1happy and distunbed, but does t hat _necessarily indi-
cate that he has a disapproving attitude towards himself? Could he not 
be disturbed about the actions of his wife or his child or what he 
thinks the world in general is doing to him 1fithout feeling that he 
himself is at fault? 
One looks, therefore, for possible reasons for this remarkably 
high correlation bet'l-reen expression of distress and self-attitude on the 
part of the client. Not only is the degree of relationship unexpected 
on logical grounds but also on the grounds t hat the units of measure-
ment were different (clauses vs. sta tements) and on the basis that the 
methods seem to have been derived from two different sets of postulates. 
Careful study and comparison of the source Ill8.terial for the published 
7 Ibid.,p.382 
8 .!.QiS.. 
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study obtained from the authors, ho-w-ever, throH some light on possible 
reasons for the high correlation found. Although in the abridged publi-
cation of his research study, Raimy states that self-approval-disapprova 
is a major dimension of the Self-Concept, and, in fact, the dimension 
which he selected for mea.surement,9 a perusal of his directions for 
scorb1g self-attitude statements in the original research paperlO indi-
cates that positive and negative self-references were not lL~ited to 
statements literally expressing approval and disapproval of the self. 
The self-references, rather, according to Raimy1 s definition in the 
original study also included expressions of happiness and satisfaction 
as positive self-references and expressions of sadness and worry as 
negative self-references. \>lith this broader, debatable interpret a tion 
of the Self-Concept, definitions of the Self-Concept Quotient and the 
Distress-Relief Quotient overlapped markedly, and the measures were 
apparently scoring the same kinds of responses. 
A second question therefore arises ••• whether similarly high 
correlations between PNAv scores and DRQ scores would be found if the 
definition of self-attitude was limited to include only the dimension 
of self-approval and self-disapproval . 
B. PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 
The general purpose of t hi s study is to investigate the relation-
ship between two methods of measuring client responses in verbatim 
9 Ra.imy, "Self-Reference in Counseling Interviews," QD.· ill·, 
P• 155. 
10 Raimy, 11The Self Concept as a Factor in Counseling and 
Personality Organization," Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Ohio 
State University, 1943, pp. 67-68. 
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casework records. The specific techniques -.;.rhich wi.ll be compared are 
(1) the expression of tension and (2) the eA~ression of the attitude 
towards the self derived by two procedures. 
The index wh~ch will be used to describe quantitatively the ex-
pression of tension in t he Distress-Relief Quotient or the DRQ, formu-
l ated by Dollard and ~~wrer. The formula is derived by finding the 
number of Discomfort (or Distress) units and Relief units, and then by 
dividing the number of Discomfort units by the total number of Discom-
for t units plus the total number of Relief Units. The formula is as 
follows: 
D 
- DRQll 
D f R 
Two indices 1-rill be derived for the self-attitude portion of the 
investigation. One quotient will be based on the method which Raimy 
actually used in his original research paper. This index will be called 
the Sel f - Concept Quotient (SCQ) for the purposes of t his study. In the 
SCQ method statements are scored as positive attitudes towards the self 
when t he client expresses happiness, success, and relief from fear as 
well as self-approval. All expressions of u..."lhappiness, fear , 1-Yorry, 
and l a ck of success as well as disapproval of the self are scored as 
negative self-attitudes. 1Jhen there is an equal balance between the 
t-.;.ro expressions of feeling, the client statement is scored as ambivalent. 
11 Dollard and Mowrer, .212.• cit., p. 7. 
The next method of scoring self-attitudes will be called the Self-
Approval Quotient (SAQ). In this method positive self-attitudes in-
elude only those self-references which indicate literally approval of 
the self or one's actions or characteristics, while the negative self 
attitudes include only those self-references which indicate literally 
disapproval of the self or one's actions and characteristics. A self-
reference is scored as ambivalent when an equal amount of both positive 
and negative self-attitudes is judged to occur in the given client 
statement. 
The formula for the SCQ and the SAQ is the same for both methods 
of scoring self-references. The number of negative self-reference 
statements plus the number of ambivalent self-reference statements 
-divided by the total number of positive, negative, and ambivalent state-
ments combined gives the quotient. The formula is a s follows: 
N ~ Av SAQ or scQ12 N-_Av j. P 
Although the formula is the same for both methods, the difference, it 
must be remembered, lies in the broader interpretation of the positive, 
negative, and ambivalent self-references for the SCQ method as con-
trasted to the SAQ method. 
By comparing the DRQ's of verbatim casework interviews first with 
the SCQ 1 s and then with the SAQ 1 s of the same intervievrs, it is hoped 
that the following questions may be answered: 
12 The quotient was called PNAv by Kauffman and Raliny. See 
"Two Methods of Assessing Therapeutic Progress, 11 .2£.• cit., p. 380. 
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(l) ~fuat is the relationship between the client's expression of tension 
(DRQ) and his expression of positive and negative self-attitudes, broad-
l y conceived in terms of expression of unhappiness, ha piness, fear, 
joy, disapproval, a.11d approval ( S.O~)? 
Hypothesis: Since the expression of tension or relief and t he expres-
sion of positive or negative s elf-attitudes, defined in tenns of posi-
tive and negative amotions, seem t o be describing similar phenomena , one 
would expect a significant degree of relationship between these two 
measures. 
(2) What is the relationship between the client's expression of tension 
(DRQ) and his expression of self-approval or disapproval (SAQ)? 
H4~othesis: Since one can visualize casework situations where a client 
may be extremely distressed about his problem or condition and yet may 
not blame himself or disapprove of his actions in the situation, it 
would seem that t here should be little or no significant relationshi p 
between the client's expression of tension and his expression of self-
approval or disapproval. 
The following pages will attempt to provide tentative answer s to 
these questions. 
Chapter II will describe the methodology employed, including both 
the design of the study and the statistical procedure used. 
Chapter III will describe the results obtained. 
Chapter IV will ·discuss the methods used and the results obtained 
and >rill include a consideration of difficulties involved in the study 
- 9-
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a s well as i t s limitations and implications . 
Chapter V will summarize the study and emphasize t he conclusions 
drawn. 
CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
A. SOURCE OF DATA 
The social casework records used in this study consisted of a 
sample of initial verbatim casework interviews which hA.d been recorded 
electrically in a project undertaken at the Queens District, Family 
Service, Community Service Society of New York. This recording of 
interviews was done in collaboration i~th the Institute of Welfare 
Research of that society between November, 1948 and Hay, 19.4.9. The 
project 1-ra.s undertaken chiefly for research purposes, its general aim 
being the obj ective analysis of the intake process.l 
Seventy~five intake interviews were recorded in this Queens pro-
ject, with the permission of the clients. The intervievrs were selected 
at random, their choice depending entirely upon the availability of the 
recording machine. Four experienced intake workers did t he interview-
ing. In addition to these verbatim protocols, the usual dictated repo 
made by the workers were incorporated into the caseuork records. 
six of the seventy- five verbatim interviews -were used in the present 
study~ These interviews were selected on the basis of criteria for a 
previ ous study. 2 . They 1-.rere all initial office in.terviews. 
1 Leonard S. Kogan, 11The Electrical Recording of Social Case-
work Interviews , 11 Soci~ Ca.sework, XXXI, 9:371-378, November, 1950. 
2 Of the seventy-five verbatim protocols e.vailable, only those 
were chosen for t he previous study whose corresponding dictated accounts 
were at least one and one-half pages long with single spaced tJ~ing . 
There were thirty-six such interviews. See Leonard S. I~ogan, "The 
Distress-Relief Ctuotient in Dictated and Verbatim Social Casm.;ork Inter 
views," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 1951 (to appear). 
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The present study is but a small though integral part of the 
series of investigations being plarllled and conducted on the seventy-five 
verbatim intake interviews recorded el ectrically by the Queens Of fice 
of the Community Service Society. 
B. DESIGN OF PRESENT STUDY 
The general method of t.~is study was 1D obtain quantitative measures 
of three variables by me~u1s of a techni que of content ~nalysis. The 
varis.bles considered here 1-rere (l) the Distress-Relief Quotient (DRQ), 
(2) the Self-Concept Quotient (SCQ), and (3) the Self-Approval Quotient 
(SAQ). Three content analyses were made of t he thirty-six interview 
protocols, and t he DRQ, SCQ, and SAQ indices were derived. These 
indices were t hen compe.red with one another statistically so that the 
degree of their relationship could be determined. 
The procedure for obtaining measures of each of these three 
variables was as follm-rs: 
(1) THE DRQ PROCEDURE 
One of t he quantitative measures studied for each interview was 
the Distress-Relief Quotient. These DRQ 1 s ha.d been obtained in a 
previous study of the thirty-six intervie1fs.3 In that study the 
clients' statements had been analyzed into independent "thought 
clauses," each clause being considered one unit for purposes of scor-
ing. Each unit wa.s then judged either as a "D" unit (one expressing 
distress), an "R" unit (one expressing relief), or an 110 11 unit 
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{one expressing neither distress nor relief).4 Next the total number 
of 11 D11 units a.s vell as the total number of 11R11 units were counted for 
each interview. The Distress-Relief Quotient was arrived at by using 
the formula, 
D 
The resulting quotient was then rrru.ltiplied by one hundred in all 
cases to eliminate the decimal point when setting up the tables. The 
possible range of Distress-Relief Quotients was thus between zero and 
one hundred. This quotient was considered to be an index of t he degree 
of client's tension. A quotient closer to zero indicated a lesser 
rele.tive degree of tension, whereas a quotient closer to one hundred 
indicated a greater relative degree of tension. 
{2) THE SCQ PROCEDURE 
To obtain the Self-Concept Quotients for t he thirty-six inter-
views, t his investigator followed essentially t he SEE£ method of classi-
fying self-references that had been used by Raimy in his original 
study.6 The investigator read the case record, scoring only the res-
ponses of the client. All ~ords spoken by the client between two 
successive responses of the vrorker were considered a single client 
4 The definition of a distress clause, according to Dolla.rd and 
HoviTer, is one expressing drive, want, tension, pain, or suffering . A 
relief cle.use is one indicating drive reduction, reward, pleasure of 
rela.xation. See Dollard and l''Iowrer, .2:12• cit. p . 25. 
5 DRQ equals the total number of distress units divided by the 
total number of distress and relief units combined. For a description 
of hm; the formula was derived, see ~·, pp. 6-7. 
6 Raimy, "The Self-Concept as a Factor in Counseling and Per-
sonality Organization," .2:12• cit., pp. 64-76. 
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response unit.7 If the client's response was a self-reference , that is, 
if his words were "a group of words spoken by the client which directly 
or indirectly describes him as he appears in his ovm eyes, 11 8 then the 
response was judged as 11P," "N," or "Av11 according to the following 
classification of Raimy:9 
P-Positive self-reference in which t he client indicates that he 
ha s a positive attitude toward himself ••• a positive self-ref-
erence is a statement by the client which indicates that he 
approves of hlltself or approves of an action or characteristic 
of his referred to in t he self-reference. A positive or 
approving self-reference is one which makes t he client a good, 
admir&ble, respectable, or superior person in his otm eyes. 
Include under positive ~-references those statements 
which indicate t:b..a.t ~ client feels he is happy, glad, im-
Cproving, ~· (Italics added by this author) 
N-Negative self-reference in which the client indicates that he 
has a negative attitude toward himself • • • a negative self-ref-
erence is a statement made by the client which indicates that 
he disapproves of hLmself or of some action or eharacteristic 
of his mentioned in the self-reference. A negative self-ref-
erence is one which IDBkes the client a less attractive, less 
admirable or unhappy, disagreeable person in his own eyes. 
Be ~ to include here self-references which relate to 
sympto~ which the client is experiencing and also self-ref-
erences Hhich indicate ~ ..££ is being hindered .2!. hampered 
in obtaining wha:t he wants. Statements of fear, Horry, sad-
~' anxiety, lack of success 21:. ~of imnrovement ~ 
classified as negative self-references . Statements of doubt, 
hesita.tion, lack of knowledge, l a ck of goal, or l ack of plan 
should not be class ified as N unless it seems clear that the 
client himself feels that the doubt or lack is injurious to 
him. (Italics added by this author) 
7 It Hill be noted that the unit used here--the complete state-
ment unit--was a different unit from tha t used in the DRQ method, the 
"thought cla.use 11 unit being usedthere . The significance of this differ-
ence in method of scoring will be dis·oussed in a later chapter. (IV) 
8 Raimy, "The Self-Concept as a Factor in Counseling and 
Personality Organization, 11 .2.12.• cit., p. 64. 
9 Ibid., pp ~ 66-69. 
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Av-Jl.mbivalent self-reference in which the client response shows a 
clear conflict between positive and negat i ve attitude to~rard 
himself ••• In ambivalent self-references , t he client's words 
indicate both a positive and negative attitude towar d himself 
in t he same response. Neither the positive nor t he negative 
attitude seems to be dominant . lO 
It will be observed by a perusal of the italicized portion of 
Raimy's directions quoted above, that Raimy's concept of self-attitude 
is not limited to expressions of self-approval or disapprova.l, but also 
includes feelings of happiness, gladness, worFy, and lack of success as 
well as symptoms of these feelings and difficulties (hindrances ) 1-rhich 
may be externally caused. This fact is of utmost significance in this 
study since this entire investigation is based upon the difference be-
t1-reen the broader definition of self-attitude which Raimy actually used 
in his original doctorate thesis and t he more restricted interpretation 
of the term which, in the abridged publication he claimed he had used 
for the original research study. The implications of the difference 
between the tHo interpretations of self-attitude will be discussed in 
Chapter IV. 
'Hhen all the positive, negative, and ambivalent statements had 
been identified according to the directions from Raimy 1 s original 
source material, the frequency of occurrence of each of the values was 
found by totaling t he number of 11P 1 s", "N's", and "Av's" in each case . 
The Self-Concept Quotient was t hen determined by means of the formula : 
10 Other classifications, such a s 11 0 11 for external references , 
"A" for ambiguous references, and "Q" for questions, were used in 
Raimy's original study. Since, however, these classifications did not 
enter into the statistical ealculations, they are being omit ted for 
purposes of this study. 
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scQ;t-1 
N Av fP 
The resulting quotient was then multiplied by one hundred in all 
c8_ses to eliminate the decimal point as was done in the DRQ procedure. 
The range of possible quotients again is bet>.reen zero and one hundred, 
a quotient closer to zero indicating a more positive attitude toward 
the self, and a quotient closer to one hlliLdred indicating a more nega-
tive (and ambivalent) attitude toward the self. 
(3) THE SAQ PROCEDURE 
To obtain the Self-Approval Quotients the present investigator 
carried out a procedure which 1-ras a modification of Raimy1 s directions 
for scor:L11g the Self-Concept Quotients. The unit scored was again the 
entire client statement between two successive stc:.tements of the worker. 
The units t hemselves were thus exactly the same as those used when 
scoring the SCQ 1 s. Similarly the units were scored 11P, 11 11N, " and 11Av" 
according to their value. Hmvever, the definitions of positive, nega-
tive, and ambivalent attitudes to the self were more restricted than 
those used in finding the SCQ 1 s. 
In this third analysis a self-reference was considered positive 
(P) only when a statement ~~de by the client indicated that he approve 
of himself or approved of an action or characteristic of his. 12 
11 SCQ equals the total nUJ.-nber of negative and a.lTlbive.lent self-
attitudes divided by the total number of negative, ambivalent, and pos-
itive self-attitudes combined. This quotient was called the PNAv 
quotient by Kauffman and Raimy. ("Two Hethods of Assessing Therapeutic 
Progress," ..QE.• cit . , p._380.) 
12 This definition conforms to the first part of Raimy 1 s def-
inition of positive self-attitude. Cf. supra . p. 16. 
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Statements indicating feelings or SJ~ptoms of happiness, satisfaction, 
which had been included in Raimy 1 s definition of positive self-attitude, 
were ruled out here by definition as not describing the attitude toward 
the self. Conversely, a self-reference was considered negative (N) 
only when a statement made by the client indicated that he disapproved 
of himself or disapproved of some action or characteristic of his.13 
~~en there was a clear conflict between an approving and a disapproving 
attitude toward the self in the same statement, this was considered an 
ambivalent response (Av). 
After all the client statements had been scored in the thirty-six 
interviews, the SAQ was computed for each interview by the following 
formula: 
N ~ Av 
N Av f P 
Again the resulting quotient wa s multiplied by one hundred in all cases. 
The range of possible quotients again is between zero and one hundred. 
This time a quotient closer to zero would indicate an a9proving attitude 
toward the self, and a quotient closer to one hundred would indicate a 
more disapproving (or ambivalent) attitude toward the self . 
C. THE STATISTICAL PROCEDURE 
The major burden of statistical analysis took the form of deter-
mining the relationship betvreen (l) the DRQ and the SCQ ~:.nd (2) 
13 This definition is the S8..1lle as the first part of Raimy' s 
definition of negative self-attitude. Cf. supra., p. 19. 
l4 The formula is the same as that used to find the SCQ. 
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the DRQ and the SAQ by computing the Pearson product-moment correlation 
coefficient for the thirty-six interviews studied, and testing the 
statistical significance of the correlations obtained. A second 
a spect of analysis involved testing the significance of differences 
between percentages. The results obtained are presented in the 
following chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
In reporting t he results of the statistical anal ysis, a compar ison 
between Distress-Relief scores and Self-Concept scores will be made 
first, a comparison of the relationship between Distress-Relief and 
Self -Approva.l scores be ing considered second. All tables l e be led 11 I 11 
(IA, IB, IC, ID) deal with t he first comparison, Yrherees all t abl es 
l abeled 11 II'I (IIA, IIB , IIC, IID) concern themselves ~orith the results 
of the second comparison . All results are derived from the obtained 
scores for each interview, ;.;hich are presented in the Appendix. (See 
t ables ID and IID in Appendix, pp. 50 and 51. 
A. RELATIONSHIP BETIIEEN DRQ AND SCQ 
l. Frequency of Occurrence of Scored Units 
In Table IA the number of units scored in t he Distress-Relief 
analysis and in the Self-Concept anal ysis is tabulated. The most 
significant aspect of the results recorded in Table IA lies in the 
great difference in the number of u..rlits scored by the two methods. The 
average (or mean) number of positive and negative Self-concept units 
per intervie;.; are 5.1 and 17 .2 res·Jecti vely , while the average number 
of relief and distress units (or positive and negative tension units) 
are 31.3 and 162.2 respectively. Thus the frequency of occurrence of 
scored units is many times greater for the DRQ method t han for the 
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TP..BLE IA 
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF' POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, A.L'JD .AHBIVALENT UNITS 
I N SCORING THE DISTP~SS~PELIEF QUOTIENT A.L~ THE SELF-CONCEPT QUOTI~TT 
IN THIRTY-SIX VERBATIH SOCIAL C.ASEHORK I.i'HTIAL INTERVIEHS 
Hean Number of Positive Units 
S. D.of Positive Units 
· Range of Positive Units 
Hean Number of Negative Units 
S.D. of Negative Units 
Range of Negative Units 
Nean Number of Ambivalent Units 
S. D. of Ambivalent Units 
Range of Ambivalent Units 
Number of Interviews 
Distress-Relief 
Quotient 
31.3 (Relief) 
16.9 
4-80 
162.2 (Distress) 
71.9 
30-297 
36 
Self-Concept 
Quotient 
5.1 
4.1 
0-16 
17.2 
8.1 
6-35 
2. 1 
2.4 
0-8 
36 
SCQ method.1 It may also be seen t hat t he standard deviation and 
ranges for the number of units scored among the different interviews 
are markedly greater for the DRQ than for t he SCQ. 
In brief, Table IA reflects t he expected l arge difference in 
the number of units scored by the two methods. Since the DRQ scores 
clauses while the SCQ scores total sta.tement responses, it is to be 
expected t hat t he number of DRQ units ~Qll f ar exceed the number of 
SCQ units. 
1 The DRQ method does not score runbivalent units , so no 
comparison can be made '-lith respect to these units . 
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2. Correlation between DRQ and SCQ 
The major results with respect to the degree of relationship 
between DRQ1 s and SCQ's are presented in Tabl e IB. 
TABLE IB 
COHPARISON BET\illEN DISTRESS-RELIEF QUOTIENTS Al'JD SELF-CONCEPT QUOTIENTS 
Mean 
Standard Deviation 
Obtained Range 
Number of Interviews 
Product Homent Correlation (!:) 
Distress-Relief 
Quotient 
83 . 3 
7.3 
61-96 
36 
Self-Concept 
Quotient 
80.2 
12.1 
52-100 
36 
* The probability that this correlation would have occured if 
the sa~ple had been drawn frorn a popul ation where the correlat i on wa s 
equal to zero lies bet,..,een .05 and .01 , and therefore the "obta ined r 
may be regarded as "statistically s igni f icant." (See A. L. Edwards, 
Experiemental Design in Psychological Research, New York: Rinehart , 
1950, pp. 123-26 . ) 
Here the product- moment correlation coefficient between the DRQ1 s 
and SCQ 1s is found to be .38. Although this correlation is 11statisti-
cally significant" as compared with an a ssumed correl ation of zero 
(the probability t hat this correlation would occur if t he actual 
correlation were zero lies between .01 and .05 ) , the degree of 
correlation is not markedly high . This obtains despite t he fact that 
the average quotients of 83.3 and 80 .2 f or t he DRQ and SCQ respectively 
seem to be fairly similar. 
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3 . Comno.rison of Percentages of Positive and Nege.ti ve Units for 
Another method of studying the relationship between DRQ's end 
SCQ's is to determine and compare the total proportions of positive 
and negative rmits scored by each procedure. Table IC belo;.r presents 
the dat a for this comparison. 
T.ABLE IC 
COI-lP ii.RISOH BETWEEN OVER-ALL PERCENTAGES OF DISTRESS AND RELIEF UNITS 
MiD OVER-ALL PERCENTAGES OF NEGATIVE A~TD POSITIVE SELF-CONCEPT UNITS 
Total No. of Positive Units 
Total .No. of Negative Units 
Eercent of Positive Units 
Percent of Negative Units 
Dif ference between Percentages 
Significance Level of Difference 
Number of Interviews 
Distress-Relief 
1128 (Relief) 
5839 (Distress) 
16. 2% (Relief) 
83.8% (Distress) 
6.5% 
Self-Concept 
182 
620 
22. 7% 
77.3% 
Probability level less than .01 
36 
The tota l nun1ber of positive ru1d negative units scored for the 
thir t y-six interviews for both the DRQ and SCQ methods ;.rere converted 
to percentages . It will be noted from Table IC t hat for the DRQ, 
33 • .3% of the units scored were judged to be negative (expressed dis-
tress), while for t he SCQ, 77.3% of the rmi ts were scored a s nega.ti ve . 
This would indicate t hat for both the DRQ and the SCQ in these initial 
L!tervie;.Ts, a. sizeable majority of units~ scored .2.ll. the negat;ve 
side. That the DRQ tended to be even more predominantly on the 
negative side is indica. ted by a test of the s ignificance of difference 
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between the percentages 83.8% and 77 • .3%. This t est indicated that 
the probability that the difference bet.,reen these two percentages 
could be attributed to cl~nce is less than .01. 
B. RELATIONSHIP BETI.JEEJ.'l" DRQ AND SAQ 
l. Frequency of Occur~ence of Units Scored 
Table IIA below analyzes the thirty-six interviews in terms of 
the average number of ti1nes per intervie"r positive, negative, and 
ambivalent units were recorded in scoring Distress-Relief clauses 
and Self-Approval statements. 
TABLE IIA 
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, MID .ANBIVALENT UNITS 
IN SCORING THE DISTRESS-RELIEF AND SELF-APPROVAL QUOTIENTS I N 36 
INITIAL VERBATni SOCIAL CASKVJORK INTERVIE\<TS 
Mean No~ of Positive Units 
S.D. of Positive Units 
Range of Positive Units 
Mean No. of Negative Units 
S.D. of Negative Units 
Range of Negative Units 
Jvlean No. of Ambivalent Units 
S.D. of b~bivalent Units 
Range of Ambivalent Units 
Number of Cases 
Distress-Relief 
.31.3 
16.9 
4---80 
162.2 
71.9 
.30---297 
.36 
Self-Approval 
4.8 
4 • .3 
0---16 
,3.1 
4.5 
0-- - 2.3 
l.l 
1.4 
0---7 
.36 
It will be noted that the avera ge number of relief and distress 
clauses (positive ru1d negative tension clauses) are 31 • .3 and 162 .2 
respectively as compared with the average number of self-approval and 
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self-disapproval statements (positive and negative self-appr oval state 
ments), which are 4.8 and .3.1, respectively. The mean nu..'llber of units 
scored qy the SAQ method is even less tr~n that scored by the SCQ 
method, as can be seen by consulting Table IA (p.20.) This is also 
to be expected since the definition of self-approval-disapprova.l is a 
more restricted concept than that of t he Self-Concept as defined by 
Ra.imy in his original study. 
2. Correlation between DRO and SAQ 
Of considerable significance in this study are t he results 
presented in Table IIB belovr. 
TABLE IIB 
COI~ARISON BETiiEEN DISTRESS-RELIEF QUOTI&~TS (DRQ) 
Al\fD SEL~APPROV AL QUOTIKrifTS ( SAQ) 
DRQ 
Mean 8.3.3 
Standard Deviation 7 . .3 
Obtained Rs.nge 61---96 
N .36 
£ .U2 
SAQ 
40.8 
29.6 
0---100 
From this table it can be seen t hat t here is a very low pos itive 
corr elation between t he Distress-Relief and Self-Approval Quotients. 
The correlation of .142, when compared w~th an assumed correlation of 
zero, is not "statistically significant." (The probability that this 
correlation would occur if t he actual correlation were zero is greater 
than .05.) 
A comparison between t ables IB and IIB shows that the DRQ 
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correlates much more highly ""ri th the SCQ than it does Hi th the SAQ. In 
addition, t he first correlation is 11 ste.tistically significant, 11 wherea~ 
the latter correla tion is not. 
3. Comparison of Percentages of Positive and Negative Uni ts for 
DRO and SAO 
----...... - - ---
This data rra s also analyzed to discover and compare the t otal 
proportions of positive and negative units scored for the Distress-
Relief procedure and t he Self-Approval procedure. The results ob-
tained are recorded in the t able below. 
TABLE IIC 
COHPi'.RISON BETHEEN OVER-ALL PERC ENTAGES OF DISTRESS-RELIEF UNITS 
Al~D SELF-APPROVft~ UNITS 
No . of Positive Jnits 
No. of Negative Units 
% of Positive Units 
% of Negative Units 
Diff erence between %'s 
Significance Level 
No. of Interviews 
Distress-Relief 
1128 
5839 
16.2% (Relief) 
83.8% (Distress) 
44.0% 
P <·OOl 
36 
Self-Approval 
171 
113 
60.2% (Self-Appr. 
39.8% (Self-DisA.) 
It will be observed from Table IIC that the total nlli-nber of pos itive 
and negative units scored for the thirty-six interviews were converted 
to percentages for t he DRQ and SAQ as · W2..s done for t he DRQ ancl SCQ 
comparison.2 From ~he table it can be s een that for t he DRQ1 s there 
is a ma.rked preponderence of negative units (83.8%) over positive 
nnits (16.2%). This is not true of the SAQ nnits, t he greater 
2 See supra ., p. 24. 
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percentage of units being pos itive (60.2% being positive as against 
39.8% negative.) 
The difference betw·een the Disyress-Relief percentages and the 
Self-Approval percentages is 44.0%. The probability t hat t his differ -
ence is due to che~ce is less tt~n .001, a f act which indicates t hat 
the difference is 11 statistically significant." 
If the results of this table are compared v i t h t he restll ts of 
Table IC, it will be seen t hat while for both the DRQ and SCQ methods 
a sizeable majority of 1..1nit s was scored on t he negative side, for the 
SAQ method a greater proportion of units was scored on the positive 
side. 
Thus in regard to t he major questions posed by t his study, (See 
Instruction, pp. 9-10) , t he s tatisti cal anal ysis indicated, for the 
srunple of thirty-six initial interviews , studied, t hat: - -
(1) There was no significant relationship between t he Di s tress-
Relief Q' ... 10tient (DRQ) and the Self-Approval Quotient (SAlil) . 
(2 ) There was a "statistically significant 11 but low pos itive 
relationship between the Distress-Relief Quotient (DRQ) and the 
Self-Concept Quotient (SCQ). 
The significance of t hese results as well as t heir li!Pitat i ons , 
which should be kept in mind i-Then interpreting t hem, are dis cuss ed 
in the follovring chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DI SCUSSI ON 
The background of t his study lies in a t r end which has devel oped 
in recent years to evolve methods of mea. suring outcomes of various 
kinds of "therapeutic" t echniques such a s psychological counseling , 
psychoanal ysis, Adlerian therapy, and social caseimrk. The present 
s tudy does not concern itself with t he validity of the methods of 
measurement chosen f or study but merel y attempts to determli1e the 
relationship between the results of t he several methods of measurement 
when applied to a sample of initial socia l casework interviews. 
A. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Hany ca.seForkers believe t ha.t a social research study 1-rb.ich in-
valves exclusively t he quantitative approach must per se be very 
limited in nature . They reflect Murray's beli ef that a rese r cher , 
schooled in the exa ct sci ences, who a ttempts to use obj ective mea.sur-
ing tool s t o study human behavior , 1.rill 
• • • end his days in t he congregation of fut ile men, of 
trhom the greater number , contractedly withdrawn from crit-
i cal issues, measure trifl es Hith sanctimonious precision. 1 
Since t his study t akes t he form of content a..'1alyses with emphe.sis on 
the quantification of results, any gener a l limitations of t he quanti-
t a tive approach in investigating case1-rork dat a are relevant to t his 
study. 
1. Henry A. Murray, E.."'mlorations in Personalitv, Ne r Yor k, 
Oxford University Press, 1938, p.22. 
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The ba sic a.sswnpt ion of those who employ content anal yses to 
investigate caseimr k intervie..rs is t hat by s yst ematical ly dividing 
the 1-rritten docwnent into units, classi fying t hese uni t s, and t hen 
counting t he number of units i.n e a ch cla ssificati on , t he t ot al or 
average of t hese ilnits 1-rill give some indication of t he intens ity or 
importance of selected a spects of t _le casework rna t erial. For example, 
Dollard and 1-io>-rrer, i n evolving the Distress- Relief Quotient, a ssumed 
tha t by counting t he nwnber of distress and relief units occurring in 
any portion of t he c!hierit 1 s r e cord a.nd t b.en finding the r a t io bet ween 
them, one could compute a quantita.tive me rc.sure of t he rela tive degr ee 
of intensity of t h e client 1 s distress or relief for t hs.t portion of 
t he case~vork record. Similarly , Kauffman a nd Ra imy as sumed, -~-hen they 
devel oped t heir Self-Concept Quoti ent , t ha t by counting t he milllber of 
times a client indicated he had a pesitive, negative, or ambiva l ent 
a ttitude tmrard himsel f, and t~1en f ormula ting an .Li1dex ba sed on t h ese 
cow1ts , the r elative degree of intensity of t :1e client ' s positive or 
negative a ttit-Llde tuward himself could be determined quantitr:;.tively. 
Critics of t hi s quc.ntite.t i ve a ppr oa ch ~uestion "'rhet her t he mere 
frequency of occurren ce of certain "factors " give s a ntrue 11 pict ure of 
t he diagnostic sig:'1ificance or intensity of t hese "fa ct ors ." For in-
s t ance, during t h e course of an interview, a client may mention four 
time s tha t he ha s a certain trait 1..rhich he di s likes. he may mention 
only t wice another trait which he likes. Does t hat necessa rily mean 
tha t t he dis l iked trc:.it a s s u.11e s t wice as much importance in t he mind 
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of t he client as does t he approved trait? Social worker s have lo~'lg 
been aware t hat t he client's t one of voice , his gest ures , his degree 
of emphasis, and t he like indicate to a great extent t he amount of 
emotional signific~mce his sta t emsnt s have to him. These as pects of 
the interview are los t in the verbatim protocols which have been t rans 
cribed from electrical ly recorded intervieim. 1Jhen included by t he 
caseworker in a dicta t ed account of t he intervim-r, t he importance of 
these 11 cues 11 may not be reflected accurately by t he quantit ative 
met hod of scoring used in a content anal ys i s. Therefore pr a ctitioners 
in case•rork very often f eel t hat a seasoned '<rorker 1 s overal l j udgment 
of a case record pr esents a more valid pi ct'.ITe of the 11 real 11 situation 
than does a content anal ysis i l'idex of mea surement. 
It is not wi thin the scope of t his study to deter mine t he valid-
ity of t he quantitative methods employed by t hose who rnake use of 
content anal yses . It is necessary to point out, however, that no 
matter how r evealing may seem the results of an i ndividual s t udy 1-ihich 
utilizes the content analysis approa ch , the actual significance of 
these r esults, i n connection vTi th the entire effort to e.s sess ca se-
Fork progr ess, is l a r gel y dependent upon future investigations, i,Thich 
may determine how meaningful quantita t ive methods a ctually are . Thus 
t he question a s to whether quantitative anal yses are vali d repr esent a -
t ions of 11reality 11 is as yet unanswer ed . 
A second limitation of t his study is t he f act t hat portions of 
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this s tudy h-?,ve not been tested for reliabil ity. Usually a reliabilit 
study would involve having independent judges score the same group of 
interviei·TS , using t he same definit ions of Distress-Relief, Self -Concep 
and Self-Approval Quotients. Previous studies have indicated t hat 
generally DRQ 1 s huve a f air degr ee of reli~bility, t he mean correl atio 
of DRQ1 s between independent judges varj ing from .so2 to . 883. D1 
addition, t he judgment of t he investigator who scored t he DRQ 's used 
in this study was fou.:.l'l.d in a previous study to have satisfa clbory 
reliA.bili t y. 4 
As f a r a s t he reli2.bili t y of t he SCQ 1 s is concerned, Raimy 
found that a fairly high order of reliability could be expected 1-rhen 
u s ing this method .5 HoHever, the judgment of t he investigator who 
scored t he SCQ 1 s in t he present study wa.s not checked, so t . ...a t it 
cannot be a scertained 1?hether t he s .2.me degree of reliability vas 
attained for SCQ' s in t his study a s vras found in Raimy 1 s study. 
Finally, no reliability study on t he SAQ scores was carried out 
in this proj ect, and, as far as is known, this t ype of measure has 
never been used previousl y . Therefore no statement cru1 be made as 
to the general reliability of t his procedure nor for its reliabil ity 
in this specific study . 
2 Hunt, "Measuring t he Effects of Social Casework , 11 .2.£• cit, 
p. 80. 
3 Dollard and Hm-ITer, .2.£• cit., p. 12, 
4 Kogan, "The Distress- Relief Quotient in Dictated and 
Verbati.rn Social Casework IntervieviS, 11 .2.£• cit., pp. !+-5 • 
5 Raimy, n Self Reference in Counseling Int ervie1-rs, 11 .2.£· cit ., 
pp . 157-8. 
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A third limita tion of t his study is t he fact t hat a. singl e judge 
was used to score t he da t a resulting in the SCQ a s well a s t he SAQ . 
Although there was a l apse of a month behreen t he scoring of t he t Ho 
indices, so that the investigator could not recall hm-; she had scored 
the intervie1-;s t he first time, nevertheless, t he factor of r esidua l 
memory may have accompanied her second scoring efforts. In additio~ 
the fact t hat a SL~gle judge scored both indices meant t hat a sing+e 
fr~ of reference wa s employed, which w-ould probably not have b een the 
case if t wo independent judges had been used. This fact, too, 
probably led to some contamina tion of results. 
A fourth limita tion i s due t o the probl ems involved in :ma...lcing 
the scoring judgments. These d i ffi ctuties were occa sioned in pa rt by 
t h i s investigator 1 s l a ck of experience in working 1-1i th t he content 
anal ysis method and partly by the l e.ck of clear-cut rules for cla ssi-
f ying the responses. Some of t he problems with which t h i s investiga -
tor was conf ronted when making he r judgment s may be worth revierring . 
lienee a partia l listing of difficulties involved in judging both the 
SAQ and SeQ responses will be presented below.6 
(1) Hm-r should one classify sta t ements of the client wh i ch are 
expressed in t he past or t he f uture tense? 
6 Since t he author of t his study 1wrked on only t he SAQ 
and SCQ indices, only the difficulties involved in judging t hese 
two procedures will be discussed. 
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Clients are prone to speak of situations iuvolvL~g themselves, 
their actions, or their feeling s, in the past as well a s the f uture 
t enses. :Chese statements may or may not h r-;.ve significance in the 
present s.s regards the direction of their attitudes tm1ard them-
selves. Generally , for purposes of this study, a statement involving 
the pa.st or the future was judged as reflecting present pos itive or 
negative self-attitudes unless the context indicated that t hese 
expressed attitudes were dominated by the opposite self-attitudes in 
the present. Thus, such a statement as "I never could get over my 
feeling inadequate" would be judged as negative in scoring SCQ1 s. 
However, the statement, "I think t hat if she comes back, I shall 
lose the confidence l·rhich I have in myself, 11 does not allo•r for such 
clear-cut classification. The response · may be considered a negative 
SCQ if one draws the inference from the statement t hat the client 
really has lack of self-confidence in the present. On the other 
hand, the response may be considered positive if one judges that 
the statement indicates present confidence in the self. 
Such problems in judging as the above raise the following 
question: 
(2) HovT much freedom of interpretation should be allowed in 
making the judgments? 
Very often the client veils his remarks and only implies what 
he really feels. This 1nay be done deliberately or unconsciously . 
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1fhichever is t he ca se, if t hese implied feelli1gs are i gnored, many 
of the more subtle elements present in the record will be omit ted in 
the judgments. Thus, the resulting scores may not reflect a ccuratel-y 
the content of the intervie~-rs. If t he implied meanings of the res-
ponses are scored, on the other hand, some breadth of interpretation 
must be allOi-red , and this might decrease the consistency and the 
reliability of the scoring. Conside~ for exa~ple, the following 
statement scored by the SCQ method: 
Client: See.~.I •• I just wondered if I could get some 
clothes for t he children. I mean ••• see ••• if my husband 
knev1 I -w-as here, he would feel badly, because he feel s , 
you kno-vr, •••• asking for clothes is like begging. 
If in the above statement only t he exact 1rords of t he client are 
considered, the husband of t he client, and not t he client herself, 
would be the one who feels unl1appy about asking for clothes. 
Therefore the SCQ value would be 110 11 {no positive or negs.tive self-
reference on the part of t he client). If, on the other hand, the 
context of adj a cent sta tements were considered, it would be seen 
t hat the client inadvertently expressed her o-vm feelings in terms 
of what she claL~ed her husband felt. Thus, if it is interpr eted 
that the client is saying indirectly that it is she who feels bad 
3.bout a sking for help, the statement would be considered negative. 
The question arises also as to hovr broadly the SAQ should be 
interpreted. In appl ying the definition of SAQ to the individual 
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statements, should a statement receive a score when a client expresses 
disapproval of his actions but blames external events for his condition; 
or should the scorli1g of self-disapproval sta tements be limited t o those 
in which the client blames himself for his a ction? It 1vould appear, for 
example, that if a client disapproves of the fact that he is losing 
weight, this client does not necessarily have a negative attitude to-
ward hi.l-uself unless he blames hi1nself rather than his environment for 
this loss of weight . Therefore, for purposes of t his study, the nrin-
ciple followed was t hat approval or disapproval of one's actions was not 
scored as positive or negative if t here ;.ras an indication that the 
client felt t he responsibility for this situation to be external (cir-
cu.rnstantial) r ather t han internal (the client's own responsibility). 
However, when individual statement s were studied, the source of r espon-
sibility <ras not always apparent. Therefore, since some degree of in-
terpretation was necessa ry, the reliability of the scoring could be 
affected. 
(3) How should 11 transitional responses" be scored? 
.A 11 tra.."lsitional response" was defined by Kauffman as 11a response 
in 1 hich there are both negative and positive feelings in a setting 
·1·rhere there is an L11plication of che.1l}ng atti tudes. 117 This investigator, 
like Kauffman, found it difficult to classify those responses where 
7 Kauffman , QQ.• cit., p. 16# 
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both positive and negative feelings '1-rere implied but where they "l·rere not 
sufficiently explicit nor direct enough to be classified as ambivalent. 
Raimy, L."l. his original study, had restricted t he classification of 
ambivalent to t hose responses in 1-rhich there was a clear conflict or 
equal balance bet-..reen positive and negative elements and used an ambig-
uous category for the others. 8 Therefore in this study the 11 tra.nsi tiona l 
responses" were also considered ambiguous and received no score of P, 
N, or Av at all for lack of a better method of classification . It is 
recognized, however, that this method of dealing 1lith transitional 
responses is inadequate since it results in the exclusion from the in-
dices of a kind of response which, because it usuall y i.J-nplies change 
or potentia.l change, is an extremely important aspect of t he case 
record. 
Transitional responses are often recognized by the use of words 
in the client's statement such as "should," "ought," "hope to," or 
"try to," or by words indicating possible future a ction. An example 
of a transitional response is the f ollowing client statement: 
Client: You see , I 1m going to try to get her with me 
because it's upsetting too much (being sepa-
rated). Of course, when I•~ upset, I do try 
to hide it from her so t hat we can have a 
happy time together, and often I succeed. 
{4) Hovr should long responses be classified? 
8 Raimy, "The Self Concept as a Factor in Counseling and 
Personality Organization, 11 ££• cit ., pp. 67-70. 
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Since in the SAQ and SCQ scoring, a single client statement was 
defined as the entire response of the client bet1-teen two successive res-
ponses of the worker, many client statements 1-rere of considerable length. 
They often included some sentences w~ich were positive, some which were 
negative, a.nd some rlhich had an ambivalent value. Such statements, 
a ccording to the instructions for scoring, had to be cla ssi fied a s a 
s ingle unit, the entire response receiving one score of P, N, or Av. 
For purposes of this study, the entire ste.tement was put into the 
category which seemed to have the most significance . Several difficul-
ties resulted from using this procedure. First, the less important 
values Here om tted from the scoring completely. This would mean that 
the final results might not reflect a ccurat ely the actual content of the 
record. In addition, since often there were responses which did not 
readily lend themselves to f acile determination of the most dominru1t 
value , this i nvestigator ' s judgment could differ widely from t he judg-
ments of subsequent investigators . Theref ore, here again t he reliabil-
ity of the results might be affected. 
Thus the limitations of t is study, some of ;.rhich were mentioned 
above, indicate that the reader would be well advised to look upon 
the results and the implications of these results i-Tith some degree of 
r eservation and to consider this study as exploratory rather than 
conclusive . 
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B. COHPARISON OF TliE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY HTTH KAUFFi·ift ... !'.if A..TIJD RAD'lY ' S 
RESU~TS 
If the major results of chapter III are reviewed, it will be seen 
that: 
(1) There was a "statistically significant" relationship between 
the client's expression of tension (DRQ) and his expression of pos itive 
and negative attitudes toward himself, broadly conceived in terms of the 
ex-pression of ha.ppiness, unhappiness, joy and fear, as well a s self-
approval and self-disapproval (SCQ). 
(2) There was no "statistically significant11 rela tionshi p between 
the client's expression of tension (DRQ) and his expression of self-
approval- disapproval (SAQ). 
If the results of this study are compared with the results of 
Kauffman and Raimy 1 s published study, i t will be noted t hat in both 
studies the DRQ1 s correlated significantly with t he SCQ 1 s. Hm-rever, 
t he correlation between t he DRQ.' s an.d SCQ 1 s in the present study was 
found to be much loHer (.38 ) than the correlation between the DRQ ' s 
~~d SCQ1 s of Kauffman and RaL~y's study. Perhaps this difference wa s 
due partly to t he fact t hat the l atter study anal yzed personal counse-
ling intervie1-rs and 1-ras therefore interviei.ree oriented, -whereas the 
present study dealt irrth social case-.;-mrk interviews and t herefore '"as 
family oriented . In a family casework agency a client often discusses 
unhappy occurrences which befall ot."ler members of t he fE~.mily. 
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According to the DRQ method of judging, t hese responses woul d be included 
in t he scoring. 9 \·1hen these same client responses in family casew·ork 
interviews a re anal yzed by the SCQ procedure, however, they cannot be 
scored since t hey are not considered self-references . (The client i s 
not describing the unhappiness of himself but of some other member of 
t he family .) Therefore, since negative f a ctors concerning the f amily 
of the client are included in t he DRG scoring of family casework inter-
vi ews, one 1-rould logi cally e:h."J)ect t hat i n that setting t he negative 
index 1-rould be some1-rhat higher for t he DRQ than for t he SCQ scores. 
Thus the cor rel ation between t hese two indices would not be expe cted 
to be extremel y hi gh. 
In a personal cotunseling interview, on the other hand, the client's 
remarks are genere~ly concerned with the c+ient rather than with other 
members of t he famil y . 10 Therefore statements of unhappiness would 
more often be self-references of unhappiness than is t he ca se in social 
ca sew·ork intervie1-rs. Consequentl y one would expect e. hi gher correl ation 
-bet>veen t he DRQ index ru1d the SCQ index in the psychological counseling 
intervieYrs than in t he social casevro rk intervi ews. 
9 Dollard and Mowrer in t hei r study were not t oo much concerned 
about for YThom t here 1-ras di stress or relief. They instructed judges to 
have their scoring in general be 11 client centereG. . 11 (Dolhtrd and Howrer, 
~· cit., p . 27) However, since i n f amil y casework the family is con-
sidered the client, t here arises some doubt as to what 11 client centered 11 
actually means. 
JD See Raimy, 11Self Reference in Counseling Interviews " (QQ . cit., 
p. 153) for a discussion of tl1is fact. 
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A second possible reason for the higher correlation bet"Yreen the 
DRQ's and SCQ's in Kauffman and Raimy 's study as compared with the 
l01.,er correl ation between DHQ's and SCQ 1s in the present study is the 
fact that in this study only initial intervie1..:-s were used, whereas in 
the former study interviews from different stages of contact -..rere 
sampled.ll Because of the fact that negative emotions tend to be 
predominant in initial interviews, the S&~ple of initial social case-
work interviews was 11 restricted in range," and therefore might tend 
to yield a lower correlation coefficient than one would eX}Ject if a more 
varied and heterogeneous S&llple of intervieHs were used.ll 
A third possible reason for the higher correlation betveen DRQ's 
and SCQ's in Kauffman and Raimy 1 s study is t he fact that in t ha t study 
the combined judgments of tru-ee judges were employed for ea ch procedure. 
If there was disagreement, the questioned U..'1it was omitted from t he 
scoring. Thus va.riations were averaged out. In the present study, on 
the other hand, only one judge was used, a fact which would help mELke 
for a lower degree of correlation betveen DRQ's and SCQ1 s. 
11 In t he Ke.uffman and Raimy study, of the seventeen interviews 
used, there were two complete series of three intervim·TS apiece, two 
follow-up interviews, two isola,ted intervieHs, and a selection of seven 
intervie:-:s (including t"Yro folloH- up) from a sihgle case. ( Cf. Kauffman 
and Raimy, 11 TI·ro methods of Assessing Therapeutic Progress, 11 .2J2.• cit. 
p. 3i30.) 
12 The effect of homogeneity of the sample upon resulting 
correlation coefficients is discussed in R. L. Thorndike, Personnel 
Selection, NeH York, Hiley, 1949, pp. 97; 69-176. 
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NotHithst~:mding t hese differences, t he results of this study by 
a..."l.d l ar ge were similar to Kauffman :md Raimy 1 s study when t heir SCQ 
procedure of scoring self-attitudes was follo1-red. However, f or reasons 
previously noted , 13 the present investigator was not satisfied t hat the 
SCQ procedure resulted in an index of self-approval and disapproval Cl.S 
claimed by Kauffman and Raimy. The SAQ proceduTe was therefore developed 
Unlike the significant relationship between DRQ and SCQ, no significant 
relationship was found bet1-reen DRQ and SAQ. 
C. HIPLI CATIONS OF T'n i S STUDY 
This study compared t he procedures and the results of several 
methods of measuring casework progress. Its findings point up the f act 
that clear delineation of t erms is necessary for accur ate and consistent 
results. Wilen such terms as a pproval and disapproval of the self a re 
defined one WJ.y, certain results foll01-.r . -vlhen the definition is modifie 
different resul ts are obtained. Raimy did not define in his published 
article what he meant by client statements of self - approval and dis-
approval, 1-rhich he was subjecting to quantitative analysis. Therefore 
the reader could be l ed to interpret such statements literally, e.s 
those in which the client considered his a ctions or characteristics 
either worthy of praise or worthy of blame by himself. This would be 
13 Suura., PP• 5-6 
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the more restricted interprantion of self-approva l and self-disapproval. 
Hmvever, it has been demonstre.ted t hat in the origi nal study, of which 
the published article was an abridgment , a much broader interpretation 
of t he Self-Concept was a ctually used. l4 In fact, the definition of 
the SCQ so closely pa ralleled th.· t of the DRQ that it is little wonder 
that a high correlation was found between t he se two measures by Kauffman 
and Raimy. 
An attempt was made i n the present study to develop in the SAQ 
procedure a measure which employed a literal interpretation of self-
approval- disapproval. It has been observed t hat wlJen the results of 
this procedure were compared w-ith the results of the DRQ procedure, 
no significant correlation 1-ras found. However, from reading only 
Kauffman and Raimy 1 s published article, one might come away with the 
belief t hat t he degree of client self-approval and disapproval, when 
interpreted narrmrl y, correlates closely 1-Ti th the degree of his di str ess 
or relief. From a logical point of vie~; alone, one can perceive t hat 
t his is not necessarily so. A client may feel extremely disturbed, 
worried, or dis satisfied. At the same time, through the me cha.nism of 
projection, he can blame others for his unhappy state and still main-
t a in an approving attitude toward himself. Therefore, on logical 
grotmds as well as from the findings of this thesis, one may conclude 
that SAQ 1 s e.nd DRQ 1 s would not usually be related. 
14 Supra., p. 6. 
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Thus it becomes apperent that variations in the interpretation of 
terms , easily overlooked by t he casual investigator, may alter r adi cally 
the results achieved. Clarity of definition is t herefore a prime 
requisite in social research. 
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Sill·'lH.ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study >va s to determine the r elationship 
between the results of several methods of measuring client responses 
in social case-yrork intervie1-rs. 
The source material used for the study consisted of a sample of 
thirty-six initial verbatim casework interviews which had been electri-
cally recorded in the Queens District, Family Service, Community Service 
Society of New York, in collaboration ;.rith t he Institute of 1</elfare 
Research of that Society. The intervieH·s took place between November, 
1948 and May, 1949. 
By the application of three content analysis procedures to these 
interviews, three quantitative indices 1-rere obtained, which viere sub-
sequently compared 1-iith one another. The first index was based upon 
Dollard and J.'Im.;rer' s method of measuring the degree of client tension . 
This procedure involved scoring a client's successive "thought clauses" 
according to t he presence of expressions of distress or relief and t hen 
obtaining a tension index. This index was called t he Distress-Relief 
Quotient (DRQ). 
The second index, based upon Raimy 1 s method of determining the 
a ttitude toward t he self, Wfl. S called t he Self -Concept Quotient ( SCQ) . 
The procedure upon which t he SCQ was based involved the scoring of 
complete client statements as 11posi tive" when the statements e:x:pressed 
feelings of happiness, success, or satisfaction a s '\-Tell as self-approval 
or a s 11negative 11 1-rhen the responses e:>..rpressed opposite attitudes. If 
there was a clee.r conflict in a statement betHeen 11positive 11 and 
"negative" attitudes, the unit received a classification of "a.mbive.lent. 1 
The thira b1dex, called the Self - Approval Quotient (SAQ), Has 
developed by t he investigator of this study. The procedure for deter-
mining t his index Has a modification of the Self-Concept Quotient 
mentioned above. In using this method of classifying client statentents 
describing t he attitude tot-rard t he self, this investigator restricted 
the scoring of 11positive 11 and 11negative 11 responses to those in Fhich 
the client expressed approval or disapproval of hDnself, his a ctions, 
or his characteristics. 
vlhen the obtained Distress-Relief Quotients Here compE'-red \-rith 
(l) t!::te Self-Concept Quotients, and t hen '1-Tith (2) the Self- Approval 
(ruotients, it was found that: 
(l) The product-moment correlation between DRQ' s and SCQ1 s wa 
~ 38, a. 11 ste.tistically significant" but not me,rkedl y high correlation. 
It 1IR.S pointed out t hat this correlation could be expected to be 
hiP"her if (a) illtervieHs were selected f rom all stages of t he casework 
process instead of being restricted to initial intervie1-rs, and if (b) 
the SCQ 1 s were be.sed on the averages of several judges instead of the 
scores of a single judge. Another finding ·w-as that for both DRQ and 
SCQ procedures a size:1ble majority of units were scored on the negative 
side, 83.8% of t he DRQ units beb1g s cored negatively and 77.3% of the 
SCQ units receiving a negative score. 
Hence our first hyp othesis stated in t he introduction--namel y , 
t hat t her e woul d be a significant degree of relf.:;_tionship betHeen t he 
expression of tension and t he expression of the attit ude toward the 
self when broadly conceived in terms of positive a.1'1d negative emotional 
states--"'<113.8 in general born out by t he r esults obtained . 
( 2 ) 'I'he product-moment correlation between DRQ 1 s and SAQ 1 s wa s 
.142, a correlation 1-rhi ch is not "statistica lly signi f icant. 11 In 
addition, where2c s t he maj ority of DRQ units he.d been scored on the 
negative s i de (83.8%), a minority of SAQ units were on the negative 
side (39 - ~% ) . 
Thus this portion of the findin s confirmed the second hypothesis--
namely, that there woul d be little or no relationship between the 
cl i ent's expression of tension and his expression of self-approval and 
disapproval . 
Because of the numberous limitations of this study--such as the 
possible over-simplifications in.herent in a quantitative approach, the 
f a ct t hat some of t he scoring was not tes ted f or reliabil i t y , t ne 
possibil ity of contamination of results due to t he use of a s i ngle 
judge to s core ti-ro procedures, and finally , the probl ems i nvo l ved in 
making t he scoring judgments -- the findings cannot be consider ed 
conclusive . HoHever, despite t hese limitations, t he hypotheses set up 
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prior to t he obte.ining of the empirical evi dence seem to ha.ve been 
upheld . T,.;o of t he techniqu es -- t he DRQ a..11.d SCQ -- though derived 
from different sets of t heoretical postula.t es and involving appR.rently 
different terminologi es, were.§;. nriori considered hi ghly simil a.r con-
ceptions, and t he results obtained indicate a si~1ificant relationship 
bet\·reen them. Therefore any undertaking which applied both t hese 
techniques in a..11. attempt to determine criteria for casework progress 
would i n part be duplicating its eff orts . Some attention "~-Ta s given 
to t he possibility that the relationship betrreen DRQ1 s and SCQ1 s 
might be higher in personal counseling intervie>·i"S, 1-rhere the inter-
vie>·.ree is pr edominantly concerned with himself, t han in the fa.i1lily 
casework setting, where t he interviewee is likel y to be concerned wi th 
both himself, his family, and his environment. 
The third teclmi que, on the othe r hand the SAQ procedur e 
differed considerabl y from t he other two in scope and definition as 
wa s indicated by the unrelated indices obtai ned between it and the 
DRQ. Since t he SAQ and DRQ, t herefore, apparently measure different 
responses, both methods could be applied to t he sru~e material without 
any overlapping. 
\·jhether t he SAQ or DRQ better described the therapeutic proce s s 
is not yet knm·:n . This can be determined only by further studies which 
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could perhaps investiga te the rel a tionship behreen ea ch of t hese 
techniques and outside criteria of adjustment . Since there is more 
than one .c r i terion of ad justment , however, it might be t :b..at one 
method of mea surement could prove useful in predicting one type of 
adjus tment and the other met hod a different kli1d of successful ada pt a -
tion. 
~~(fa~ 
Richard K. Conant 
Dean 
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APPENDIX 
TABLE ID 
OBTAINED SCORES FOR EACH INTERVIEVJ USED I N DERIVING THE DISTRESS-
RELIEF QUOTIEI:·JTS (DRQ) 11.HD THE SELF-CONCE? T QUOTIEIITS (SCr<l ) 
Distress-Relief Scores S~lf-QQn~~pt SQQ~es 
Case Positive Negative DRQ Positive N:=: gative .A.."Tlbiva lent SCQ 
1 21 157 88 11 28 6 76 
2 48 191 80 3 12 1 81 
3 80 297 79 16 41 5 74 
4 60 310 84 11 9 3 52 
5 42 88 68 5 16 0 76 
6 27 259 91 4 23 0 85 
7 33 136 80 3 11 1 80 
8 42 2.39 85 5 12 0 71 
9 28 273 91 2 15 2 89 
10 55 147 73 2 6 0 75 
11 23 100 81. 1 7 0 88 
12 53 172 76 7 15 0 68 
1.3 4 41 91 1 8 0 89 
14 62 218 78 11 24 5 72 
15 40 130 76 8 11 3 64 
16 26 202 89 9 22 4 74 
17 23 121 84 7 8 2 59 
18 4 96 96 0 13 Q 100 
19 11 131 92 2 18 0 90 
20 25 114 82 9 20 0 69 
21 22 97 82 0 11 0 100 
22 11 157 93 2 21 0 91 
23 ll:8 152 89 4. 17 0 81 
24 37 59 61 6 12 2 70 
25 8 30 80 1 9 26 16 0 90 227 93 1 27 21 3 96 24 78 76 28 14 7 9 2 61 100 88 2 28 0 29 20 142 88 7 93 30 21 3 77 33 172 84 2 12 8 91 
31 45 283 86 13 35 8 32 41 125 75 0 18 74 33 34 183 84 1 100 34 38 1 29 3 97 249 87 8 35 .30 230 88 24 1 76 8 1.3 
.36 30 13.3 82 7 71 3 21 4 89 
TABLE IID 
OBTAINED SCORES FOR EACH INTERVIE'..J USED IN DEPJVING THE DISTRESS-RELIEF 
QUOTiill~TS (DRQ) P~D THE SELF-APPROVAL QUOTI~~TS (SAQ) 
Distress-Relief Scores Self-Approval Scores 
- -
Case Positive Negative DRQ Positive Negative Ambivalent SAQ 
1 21 157 88 11 6 4 48 
2 48 191 80 4 6 1 64 
3 80 297 79 10 23 7 75 
4 60 310 84 15 0 2 12 
5 42 88 68 2 0 0 0 
6 27 259 91 5 1 0 17 
7 33 136 80 2 0 0 0 
8 42 239 85 8 1 0 11 
9 28 273 91 1 5 2 88 
10 55 147 73 1 0 0 0 
11 23 100 81 0 0 0 50* 
12 53 172 76 5 5 2 58 
13 4 41 91 2 0 0 0 
14 62 218 78 7 7 0 56 
15 40 130 76 9 0 0 18 
16 26 202 89 10 1 0 23 
17 4 121 84 4 3 0 50 
18 4 96 96 1 0 0 0 
19 11 131 92 0 0 0 50* 
20 25 114 82 9 0 0 0 
21 22 97 82 0 0 0 50'A-
22 11 157 93 0 0 0 50* 
23 lt8 152 89 3 1 0 25 
24 37 59 61 3 2 0 40 
25 8 30 80 0 ,-.,/ 0 0 5~-.GO 16 227 27 24 93 2 8 2 83 78 76 6 28 1 1 25 14 100 88 1 29 3 1 80 20 142 88 8 30 33 172 84 4 2 43 3 /+ 3 70 
31 45 283 86 32 41 125 9 8 2 53 33 75 7 0 1 12 34 183 84 34 38 0 12 0 100 
35 249 87 7 6 30 230 88 16 
1 50 
36 :20 139- 1 2 16 82 0 5 " 100 v 
* These self-approval quotients are indeterminate but were 
assigned values of 50 indicating an equivalent fu~ount of self-approval 
and self-disapproval. 
